THERMO STRUCTURED VENEERS
As the popularity of our Thermo Structured Veneer line continues to grow, we are pleased to present our
newest colors for 2019. The colors, designs, and textures of these colors continue to amaze and advance.
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GSDS6 | PECAN GOLD

GSDS7 | PECAN SCURO

GSDR3 | PECAN ROAST

GSP42 | CORAL SAND

GSP46 | CORAL BARK

SHIPLAP DESIGNS

GSP50 | WILD WOOD

GSDP8 | CAYMAN

GSDM6 | KEY WEST

GSDU6 | LAVA

SMM020 | EMPIRE

SMM021 | CHRYSLER

SMM022 | ROCKEFELLER

SMM023 | EPIC

SMM025 | CENTRAL

SMM026 | WOOLWORTH

One of the industries biggest interior design
trends is the desire to mimic the characteristic of
shiplap applications in the kitchen. Shiplap is a
styling of horizontally mounted staves or beams
with a slight gap between them in the manner
that evokes the impression of exterior shiplap
siding or wood planks. The option “Shiplap Bead”
is now available. This option will dictate all of your
panels being produced with horizontal graining.
You will need to specify your desired groove
option and spacing.

NEW COLOR BROCHURE
BARNWOOD DESIGN
Our Barnwood Species is made to look like
salvaged wood taken from repurposed barns.
The aged and weathered barnwood is full
of character and charm. The look of this
material is popular in the Shabby Farmhouse
designs of today.

GET A BETTER
BASE COAT
WITH OUR
NEW COLORED
PRIMERS.

Introducing our 44-page color brochure
filled with current market-trending designs
and colors. Contact your CSR or Sales
member for information.

Available in colors
shown, top to bottom:
Red, Tan, Dark Gray,
Light Gray, Green, Light
Blue, Medium Blue, Dark
Blue, Medium Gray,
Black

CUSTOM, HANDCRAFTED CABINETRY
COMPONENTS & MILLWORK
SUPERIOR DESIGN, BUILD, FINISH & SERVICE

124 Earland Drive, New Holland, PA, 17557-1503
717.355.7700 or toll-free: 888.423.2804 | meridianproduct.com
Products shown may include non-standard features. Refer to Product Manual for all product offerings.
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TEAM SPOTLIGHT
GET TO KNOW THE TEAM BEHIND
MERIDIAN PRODUCTS

My name is Rico
Carrasco and I am
the Purchasing/
Plant Manager here
at Meridian Products.
I began working at
Meridian Products
19 years ago in an
entry-level position
of frame chopper on
third shift.
Before I begin the brief history of my
employment at Meridian, I wanted to share
with you that up to the age of 21 years, I played
professional baseball. When I decided not to
play ball any longer and apply at Meridian,
it was a challenge since I did not have any
woodworking experience.
Meridian Products gave me the chance. As
I mentioned, I began as a third shift frame
chopper and in four months was transferred to
color matcher in the mill. One year later I was

promoted to supervisor, and five years after
becoming supervisor, I was promoted to Plant
Manager.
The purpose of my writing today is not to
highlight my work experience, but to share with
you that hard work and a constant strive for
excellence produces many fruits. I have worked
for Meridian Products for 19 years, and I know
that my longevity here is due to the similar
vision/values of the ownership of our company;
respect, to improve yourself, to earn trust, to
embrace excellence, and to help others. I believe
in these core values and want you to know as
a customer that this is the team behind the
product you receive.
One of the most exciting aspects of my job
is reviewing trends and learning about new
products. Recently we launched our “Seasoned
Grain” offering which gives the wood some
deep, rustic style grooves. Seasoned wood –
time worn, as nature intended. Seasoned wood
is also known as aged or distressed wood and
echoes the rough texture and rustic feel of wood
that has lived through years of being exposed to
the elements.

CABINET BOX ACCESSORY
EXPANSION
A

Angled Cutlery Tray Box
This angled tray is perfect for those “bigger is
better” grill masters. The angled cutlery box
allows for longer tongs and spatulas to be stored
in a closed box while still leaving room for dayto-day utensils.

B

Paper Towel Box
Keep your paper towels handy but hidden in
this open-face drawer box. The box is designed
to have one open accessible role in the front
and two more stored behind in a 21" deep box.
This helps keep an old countertop eyesore in a
quick, usable location while freeing up precious
countertop space.

C

K-Cup Double-Stacked Drawer Box
Our K-Cup double-stacked drawer box will hold
28+ of your favorite single-serve coffee cups to
help keep your counters clear. The lower tray is
designed to hold other coffee complements like
creamers, sugar, tea, and breakfast bars.

D

Hanging File Tray Box
Built-in hanging folder steel frame designed for
your office or desk drawer box.

E

Charging Docking Drawer Box
Keep your favorite electronic devices charged
while spending time in the kitchen. Our box is
designed to hold a single tablet and up to three
cellular phones and charge them all in one, single
location. The box is designed to hide all cords for
a simple, clean look.

A

B

Rico Carrasco
C

The Homage Collection:
Designed to respect the
beauty of the past.

NEW
COLORS

Blackened Cherry (Standard on Cherry)
This process is accomplished using the moderately
softer cherry wood species. One black clear
(Sealer) coat is applied keeping the wood pores
open enough to accept white glaze into them. A
final clear coat finishes the process.

D

Cerused Classic (Appears Best with Seasoned Grain
Option)
This finish celebrates the rustic nature of open
grained woods coupled with the old-world charm
of the cerused look.
Roman Colosseum (Standard on Pine)
This finish creates a cozy, warm look from a wornaway finish exposing a naturally aged wood.
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Photographs and renderings in this brochure are for illustration
and reference only.
Actual wood and finish colors may vary due to printing process.
Meridian Products always recommends ordering a sample
door and/or drawer sample for accurate color selection and
representation.
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